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A B S T R A C T

A search for new charged massive gauge bosons, called $W'$, is performed with the ATLAS detector at the LHC, in proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV, using a dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb$^{-1}$. This analysis searches for $W'$ bosons in the $W' \rightarrow t\bar{b}$ decay channel in final states with electrons or muons, using a multivariate method based on boosted decision trees. The search covers masses between 0.5 and 3.0 TeV, for right-handed or left-handed $W'$ bosons. No significant deviation from the Standard Model expectation is observed and limits are set on the $W' \rightarrow t\bar{b}$ cross-section times branching ratio and on the $W'$-boson effective couplings as a function of the $W'$-boson mass using the CL$_s$ procedure. For a left-handed (right-handed) $W'$ boson, masses below 1.70 (1.92) TeV are excluded at 95% confidence level.
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1. Introduction

Many approaches to theories beyond the Standard Model (SM) introduce new charged vector currents mediated by heavy gauge bosons, usually called $W'$. For example, the $W'$ boson can appear in theories with universal extra dimensions, such as Kaluza–Klein excitations of the SM $W$ boson [1–3], or in theories that extend fundamental symmetries of the SM and propose a massive right-handed counterpart to the $W$ boson [4–6]. Little Higgs theories [7] also predict a $W'$ boson. The search for a $W'$ boson decaying to a top quark and a $b$-quark explores models potentially inaccessible to searches for a $W'$ boson decaying into leptons [8–11]. For instance, in the right-handed sector, the $W'$ boson cannot decay to a charged lepton and a right-handed neutrino if the latter has a mass greater than the $W'$-boson mass. Also, in several theories beyond the SM the $W'$ boson is expected to be coupled more strongly to the third generation of quarks than to the first and second generations [12,13]. Searches for a $W'$ boson decaying to the $t\bar{b}$ final state have been performed at the Tevatron [14,15] in the leptonic top-quark decay channel and at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in both the leptonic [16–18] and fully hadronic [19] final states, excluding right-handed $W'$ bosons with masses up to 2.05 TeV at 95% confidence level (CL).

This Letter presents a search for $W'$ bosons using data collected in 2012 by the ATLAS detector [20] at the LHC, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb$^{-1}$ from proton–proton ($pp$) collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV. The search is performed in the $W' \rightarrow t\bar{b} \rightarrow l\bar{v}b\bar{b}$ decay channel, where the lepton, $l$, is either an electron or a muon, using a multivariate method based on boosted decision trees. Right-handed and left-handed $W'$ bosons, denoted $W'_R$ and $W'_L$, respectively, are searched for in the mass range of 0.5 to 3.0 TeV. A general Lorentz-invariant Lagrangian is used to describe the couplings of the $W'$ boson to fermions for various $W'$-boson masses [21, 22]. The mass of the right-handed neutrino is assumed to be larger than the mass of the $W'$ boson [23], thus allowing only hadronic decays of the $W'_R$ boson. In the case of a $W'_L$ boson, leptonic decays are allowed and, since the signal has the same event signature as SM $s$-channel single top-quark production, an interference term between these two processes is taken into account [24].
2. ATLAS detector

Charged particles in the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 2.5$ are reconstructed with the inner detector, which consists of several layers of semiconductor detectors (pixel and microstrip), and a straw-tube transition–radiation tracker, the latter covering $|\eta| < 2.0$. The inner tracking detector system is immersed in a homogeneous 2 T magnetic field provided by a superconducting solenoid. The solenoid is surrounded by a hermetic calorimeter that covers $|\eta| < 4.9$ and provides three-dimensional reconstruction of particle showers. The lead/liquid-argon electromagnetic compartment is finely segmented for $|\eta| < 2.5$, where it plays an important role in electron identification. Hadronic calorimetry is provided by a steel/scintillator-tiles calorimeter for $|\eta| < 1.7$ and by liquid-argon with copper or tungsten absorbers end-cap calorimeters that extend the coverage to $|\eta| = 4.9$. Outside the calorimeter, air-core toroids provide the magnetic field for the muon spectrometer. Three stations of precision drift tubes and cathode-strip chambers provide an accurate measurement of the muon track curvature in the region $|\eta| < 2.7$. Resistive-plate and thin-gap chambers provide muon triggering capability up to $|\eta| = 2.4$.

3. Data and simulation samples

The data used for this analysis were recorded using unprescaled single-electron and single-muon triggers. After stringent data-quality requirements, the amount of data corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 $\pm$ 0.6 fb$^{-1}$ [25].

The $W_\nu$ and $W'_\nu$ signals are generated with MadGraph5 [26] using FeynRules [27,28] and the CTEQ6L1 [29] parton distribution function (PDF) set. Pythia8 [30] is used for parton showering and hadronisation. Simulated samples are normalised to next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD calculations [22] using K-factors ranging from 1.15 to 1.35 depending on the mass and handedness of the $W$ boson. The model assumes that the $W'$-boson coupling strength to quarks, $g'$, is the same as for the $W$ boson: $g'_u = g'_d = 0$ and $g'_{s,t} = g$ ($g_k = g$ and $g'_k = 0$) for left-handed (right-handed) $W'$ bosons, where $g$ is the SM SU(2)$_L$ coupling. The total width of the left-handed (right-handed) $W'$ boson increases from 17 to 104 GeV (12 to 78 GeV) for masses between 0.5 and 3.0 TeV, where the decay to leptons is (is not) allowed [21]. In order to account for the effect of the interference between $W'_L$-boson and $s$-channel single top-quark production dedicated $pp \to W'_L/W' \to t\bar{b} \to t\ell\bar{b}\bar{b}$ samples are simulated, using MadGraph5, and assuming a destructive interference term [24]. In addition, samples are generated for values of $g'/g$ up to 5.0, for several $W'$-boson (left- and right-handed) mass hypotheses.

Top-quark pair ($t\bar{t}$) and single top-quark $s$-channel and $Wt$ processes are simulated with the Powheg [31,32] generator, which uses a NLO QCD matrix element with the CT10 PDFs [29]. The $t\bar{t}$ channel and the underlying event are simulated using Pythia v6.4 [33]. The $t\bar{t}$ channel single-top-quark process is modelled using the A.CERMC v3.8 [34] generator with the CTEQ6L1 PDFs and Pythia v6.4. The $t\bar{t}$ cross-section is calculated at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in QCD including resummation of next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic soft gluon terms with $\alpha_s = 0.118$. The single top-quark cross-sections are obtained from approximate NNLO calculations [42–44]. A top-quark mass of 172.5 GeV is assumed for the production of all simulated processes that include a top quark.

The Alpgen leading-order multileg generator [45] with the CTEQ6L1 PDFs and Pythia v6.4 is used to generate vector bosons in association with jets: $W\pm$-jets (including the contributions from $Wb\bar{b}$-jets, $Wc\bar{c}$-jets and $Wc\bar{c}$-jets) and $Z\pm$-jets events. Di-boson samples ($WW$, $ZZ$, and $WZ$), where at least one of the bosons decays leptonically, are modelled using Higger v6.52 [46] with the CTEQ6L1 PDFs. The single-boson and di-boson simulation samples are normalised to the production cross-sections calculated at NNLO [47,48] and NLO [49] in QCD, respectively.

All generated samples are passed through a full simulation of the ATLAS detector [50] based on GEANT4 [51] and reconstructed using the same procedure as for collision data. Simulated events include the effect of multiple $p\bar{p}$ collisions from the same and previous bunch-crossings (in-time and out-of-time pileup) and are re-weighted to match the conditions of the data sample (20.7 interactions per bunch crossing on average).

4. Object and event selections

The search for $W' \to t\bar{b}$ events relies on the measurement of the following objects: electrons, muons, jets, and the missing transverse momentum. Electrons are identified as energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter matched to reconstructed tracks in the inner detector [52,53]. Electron candidates are required to be isolated, using a fixed cone-size isolation criterion [54], from other objects in the event and from hadronic activity, to reduce the contamination from mis-reconstructed hadrons, electrons from heavy-flavour decays and photon conversions. Electrons are required to have transverse momentum, $p_T > 30$ GeV and $|\eta| < 1.2$.

Muons are identified using the muon spectrometer and the inner detector [55]. A variable cone-size isolation criterion [54,56] is applied to reduce the contribution of muons from heavy-flavour decays. Muon candidates are required to have $p_T > 30$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$.

Jets are reconstructed using the anti-$k_t$ algorithm [57] with a radius parameter $R = 0.4$, using topological energy clusters as inputs [58,59]. Jets are calibrated using energy- and $q$-dependent correction factors derived from simulation and with residual corrections from in situ measurements [60]. Jets are required to have $p_T > 25$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$. To suppress jets from in-time pileup, at least 50% of the scalar $p_T$ sum of the tracks associated with a jet is required to be from tracks associated with the primary vertex [61]. This requirement, called the “jet vertex fraction” requirement, is applied only for jets with $p_T < 50$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.4$.

The identification of jets originating from the hadronisation of $b$-quarks (“$b$-tagging”) is based on properties specific to $b$-hadrons, such as long lifetime and large mass. This analysis uses a neural-network-based combination of several high-performance $b$-tagging algorithms [62]. The algorithm has an efficiency of 70% (20%, 0.7%) for jets originating from $b$-quarks ($c$-quarks, light-quark/gluon) as obtained from simulated $t\bar{t}$ events.

The missing transverse momentum, $E_T^{miss}$, is the modulus of the vector sum of the transverse momentum in calorimeter cells associated with topological clusters, and is further refined with object-level corrections from identified electrons, muons, and jets [63,64]. This analysis requires events to have $E_T^{miss} > 35$ GeV to reduce the multijet background.

Candidate events are required to have exactly one lepton and two or three jets with exactly two of them identified as originating from a $b$-quark (denoted 2-tag events). The multijet background
contribution is further reduced by imposing a requirement on the sum of the W-boson transverse mass,\(^3\) \(m_T(W),\) and \(E_T^{\text{miss}}: m_T(W) + E_T^{\text{miss}} > 60\text{GeV}\). Events with exactly two (three) jets passing all the above selections define the 2-jet (3-jet) channel.

The signal region is defined by selecting events where the reconstructed invariant mass of the \(t\bar{t}\) system, \(m_{\text{\(t\bar{t}\)}}\) (see definition below), is larger than 330 GeV. The acceptance times efficiency for the \(W\rightarrow t\bar{b}\) process in the lepton plus jets final state is 5.5\%, 2.2\% and 2.1\%(4.9\%, 2.2\%, 2.3\%) for a \(W'_L\) \(W'_L\) boson with a mass of 1, 2 or 3 TeV, respectively. The drop in acceptance for high \(W\)-boson masses is due to the lepton failing the isolation criterion and to the decrease of the \(b\)-tagging efficiency. A control region is defined by inverting the requirement on the \(t\bar{b}\) invariant mass, \(m_{\text{\(t\bar{b}\)}} < 330\text{GeV}\), and is used to derive the normalisation of the \(W + \text{jets}\) background.

The method used to reconstruct the invariant mass of the \(t\bar{b}\) system in the selected sample proceeds as follows. The four-momentum of the top quark is reconstructed by adding the four-momenta of the \(W\) boson and of the \(b\)-tagged jet that gives the reconstructed invariant top-quark mass closest to the value used for generation (172.5 GeV). Thereafter, this \(b\)-tagged jet is called the “top-jet” and is assumed to be the \(b\)-jet from the top quark. In this calculation the transverse momentum of the neutrino is given by the \(x\)- and \(y\)-components of the \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) vector, while the unmeasured \(z\)-component of the neutrino momentum is inferred by imposing a \(W\)-boson mass constraint on the lepton–neutrino system [65]. The four-momentum of the \(t\bar{b}\) system is then reconstructed by adding the four-momenta of the top quark to that of the remaining \(b\)-tagged jet.

5. Background estimation

The \(t\bar{t}\), single-top-quark, diboson and \(Z + \text{jets}\) backgrounds are modelled using the simulation and are scaled to the theory predictions of the inclusive cross-sections.

The background originating from multijet events, where a jet is misidentified as a lepton or a non-prompt lepton appears isolated (both referred to as a “fake” lepton), is estimated directly from data using the matrix method [54]. The shape and normalisation of the multijet background are determined in both the electron and muon channels using this method.

The \(W + \text{jets}\) background is also modelled using the simulation, but in the case of the 2-jet channel the event yield for this process is derived from data to improve the modelling in this channel. The number of \(W + \text{jets}\) events is estimated in the 2-jet control region as the number of data events observed after subtraction of all non-\(W\) + jets background sources described above. This estimate is then extrapolated to the 2-jet signal region using the \(W + \text{jets}\) simulation. For the 3-jet channel the \(W + \text{jets}\) background is scaled to the theory prediction.

6. Analysis

The analysis strategy relies on a multivariate approach, based on the boosted decision tree (BDT) method using the framework of TMVA [66], to enhance the separation between the signal and the background. For each jet multiplicity and \(W\)-boson handedness, a separate BDT is trained in the signal region. For the background, a mixture of top-quark, \(W + \text{jets}\), diboson and multijets samples, all weighted according to their relative abundances, is used. The \(W\)-boson sample used as signal in the BDT training and testing phases is chosen at a mass of 1.75 TeV since this gives the best expected exclusion limit on the \(W\)-boson mass, compared to BDTs trained with other \(W\)-boson mass samples. This choice also ensures very good separation between the BDT shapes of signal and background for \(W\)-boson masses of 1 TeV and above. This analysis is thus sensitive to the presence of a signal over a wide mass range.

Ten (eleven) variables with significant separation power are identified in the 2-jet (3-jet) samples for the \(W\)-boson search. These are used as inputs to the BDTs. The list of variables changes slightly depending on the chirality of the signal.

A set of five variables is common to all four BDTs. Two variables, \(m_{\text{\(t\bar{b}\)}}\) and the transverse momentum of the reconstructed top quark, \(p_T(t)\), provide the best separation power among all those considered and are shown in Fig. 1. The other three common variables are: the angular separation\(^4\) between the jet associated with the \(b\)-jet originating from the \(W\)-boson and the top-jet (denoted \(b_1\)), \(\Delta R(b, b_1)\); the transverse energy of the top-jet, \(E_T^t(b_1)\), and the aplanarity.\(^5\)

In addition, for the 2-jet channel, the following variables are used: the angular separation between the top-jet and the \(W\) boson, \(\Delta R(b, W)\), and the \(\Delta R(b, \ell)\). For the case of the right-handed \(W\)-boson search the following variables are also used: the sphericity; the angular separation between the lepton and the \(b\)-jet originating from the \(W\) boson, \(\Delta R(\ell, b)\); the transverse momentum of the lepton, \(p_T(\ell)\). For the left-handed \(W\)-boson search, three different variables are chosen: the angle between the top-jet and the missing transverse momentum, \(\Delta \phi(b, E_T^{\text{miss}})\); the ratio of the transverse momenta of the top-jet and of the \(b\)-jet originating from the \(W\) boson, \(p_T(b_1) / p_T(b)\), and \(m_T(W)\).

For events with three jets, the following variables are used in addition to the common set of variables: \(\Delta R(\ell, b_1)\); the sphericity: \(p_T(b)\); the invariant mass of the three jets \(m(b, b_1, j)\). Two more variables are used, for the right-handed case only: \(p_T(\ell)\) and \(\Delta R(b, W)\), and for the left-handed case: \(\Delta R(\ell, b_1)\) and \(p_T(b_1) / p_T(b)\).

Fig. 2 shows the expected BDT output distributions, normalised to unity, in the signal region for the electron and muon channels combined, for several simulated right-handed \(W\)-boson samples and for the expected background.

7. Systematic uncertainties

Systematic uncertainties can affect the shape and normalisation of the BDT output distributions. They are split into the categories described below.

Object modelling: The main uncertainty in this category is due to uncertainties on \(b\)-tagging efficiency and mistagging rates [68,69]. The resulting uncertainty on the event yield is 6\% for the total background contribution and 8–30\% for the signal. The large uncertainties on the signal rates are due to additional \(b\)-tagging uncertainties for jets with \(p_T\) above 300 GeV. These uncertainties range from 3\% for \(b\)-jets with \(p_T\) of 50 GeV up to 15\% at 500 GeV and 35\% above. The impact is sizeable for the signal where high-\(p_T\) jets stem from the \(W\)-boson decay, in particular when the \(W\)-boson mass is above 1 TeV. The jet energy scale uncertainty depends on the \(p_T\) and \(\eta\) of the reconstructed jet and includes the uncertainty on the \(b\)-jet energy scale. It results in an uncertainty on event yields of 1–6\% for the signal and 1–4\% for the background, depending on the channel. The systematic uncertainty associated with the

\(^3\) Defined as \(m_T(W) = \sqrt{(p_T(t) + E_T^{\text{miss}})^2 - (p_T(\ell) + E_T^{\text{miss}})^2 - (p_T(\bar{b}) + E_T^{\text{miss}})^2}\), where \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) and \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) are the \(x\)- and \(y\)-components of the \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) vector.

\(^4\) Defined as \(\Delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta\phi)^2 + (\Delta\eta)^2}\).

\(^5\) Aplanarity and sphericity are event shape variables calculated from the sphericity tensor of the lepton and jet momenta [67].
efficiency of the requirement on the jet vertex fraction results in rate variations of 2%. The impact of the jet energy resolution [70] and the jet reconstruction efficiencies on signal and background rates is small. Uncertainties related to lepton energy scale and resolution as well as trigger and identification efficiencies have a total effect of 2–4% on the signal and background rates. Another minor source of uncertainty comes from the propagation of the lepton and jet energy scale and resolution uncertainties to the $E_T^{miss}$. The impact of pileup effects is negligible.

**Simulation modelling**: The dependence of the $t\bar{t}$ event yield on additional radiation is evaluated by varying Pythia parameters, while retaining consistency with a measurement of $t\bar{t}$ production with additional jet activity [71]. The variation in acceptance due to this source of uncertainty is 6–9%. The dependences of the $t\bar{t}$ single top-quark $s$-channel and $Wt$ event yields on the generator and parton showering simulation are estimated by comparing the nominal POWHEG+PYTHIA samples to samples produced using MC@NLO v4.03 [72,73] with the CT10 PDF set and interfaced to HERWIG and JIMMY v4.31 [74], for simulation of the underlying event and parton shower. For the dominant $t\bar{t}$ background only, the uncertainties arising from the choice of hadronisation and parton shower models are also assessed by a comparison with POWHEG+HERWIG samples. This comparison results in a larger variation of the $t\bar{t}$ event yields (6–11%) and is thus taken as the associated systematic uncertainty. For the $t$-channel single top-quark process, the comparison is performed between the nominal AcerMC+PYTHIA sample and a sample simulated with aMC@NLO v2.1 [75] interfaced to HERWIG. An uncertainty associated with the NLO calculation of $Wt$ production [76] is evaluated by comparing the baseline sample generated with the diagram removal scheme to a $Wt$ sample generated with the diagram subtraction scheme. The PDF uncertainty on all signal and background simulated samples is estimated, following the PDF4LHC recommendations [77], by taking the envelope of CT10, MWS0208NLO68CL [78] and NNPDF23 [79] PDF sets uncertainties at 68% CL and normalising to the nominal cross-section. The uncertainties on event yields are 9% for signal.
and 3–5% for the total background. The statistical uncertainty due to the limited size of the simulated samples is also taken into account.

**Background normalisation:** Theoretical uncertainties on cross-sections are −5.9/+5.1% for the \( t\bar{t} \) process, −2.1/+3.9% and 3.9% for single top-quark production in the \( r \)-channel and \( s \)-channel respectively, and 6.8% for the \( Wt \) channel process. For the \( W + \) jets background in the 2-jet channel an average total uncertainty of 50% is used as the result of the propagation, in the data-driven method described in Section 5, of the following uncertainties: theoretical uncertainties on \( t\bar{t} \), single top-quark and \( Z + \) jets/diboson cross-sections, modelling uncertainties of the \( t\bar{t} \) process, uncertainty on the multijet rate, and systematic uncertainties on the jet energy scale and \( b \)-tagging efficiency. The theoretical normalisation uncertainty used in the 3-jet channel is 42%. This estimate is derived from the uncertainty on the inclusive cross-section of \( W \)-boson production [48] (4%) and the uncertainty on the cross-section ratios of \( W \)-boson production associated with \( n + 1 \) jets to \( W \)-boson production associated with \( n \) jets [80] (24% per jet, added in quadrature). An uncertainty of 42% is conservatively assigned to the diboson and \( Z + \) jets rates, which represent very small backgrounds. A systematic uncertainty of 50% on the rate of the multijet background is estimated from a study of uncertainties on the efficiencies and fake rates.

**Luminosity:** The uncertainty on the integrated luminosity is 2.8%. It is derived, following the same methodology as that detailed in Ref. [25], from a preliminary calibration of the luminosity scale derived from beam-separation scans performed in November 2012.

The impact on the signal and background event yields of the main object and modelling uncertainties is summarised in Table 1.
on the cross-section of $W'_t/W \rightarrow t\bar{b}$ production, as a function of the $W'_t$-boson mass.

Hypothesis testing is performed with the CL$_s$ procedure [81, 82] using a log-likelihood ratio as the test statistic, defined as the ratio of two hypotheses: the test hypothesis, which admits the presence of a $W'$-boson signal in addition to the SM backgrounds, and the null hypothesis, which considers only SM backgrounds. For a given hypothesis, the combined likelihood is the product of the likelihoods for the four individual channels considered (2/3-jet and electron/muon samples), each of which is a product of Poisson probabilities over the bins of the BDT output histogram. Pseudo-experiments are generated for both hypotheses, taking into account per-bin statistical fluctuations of the total predictions according to Poisson statistics, as well as Gaussian fluctuations describing the effect of systematic uncertainties. Correlations across bins, channels, and processes are taken into account. In order to reduce the impact of systematic uncertainties on the sensitivity of the search, a nuisance parameter corresponding to a scaling factor on the overall $t\bar{t}$ yield is fitted to data during the statistical analysis. This scaling factor is found to be consistent with unity.

Fig. 4 shows the observed and expected 95% CL limit on the $W'$-boson cross-section times branching ratio, as a function of the $W'$-boson mass, for left-handed (without the interference term) and right-handed $W'$-boson couplings. The fact that the observed limits are lower than expected can be explained by a deficit in data, compared to the predicted number of background events, in the high BDT output region. This deficit is also visible in the tails of the $m_{t\bar{t}}$ distributions: it is rather localised at 1.1 TeV in 2-jet events, and widespread in 3-jet events (see Fig. 1). In the BDT distributions, however, this deficit is seen mostly at BDT output values higher than 0 in both 2-jet and 3-jet channels, in a region where the $W'$-boson distributions peak for $W'$-boson masses of 1 TeV and above. In addition, because of the rather large width of the
signal BDT distributions, all W’-boson cross-section limits are affected by these fluctuations in the data.

The point where the measured cross-section limit crosses the theory curve defines the 95% CL lower limit on the W’-boson mass. Masses below 1.92 (1.80, 1.70) TeV are excluded for left-handed (left-handed without and with interference) W’ bosons, while the expected limit is 1.75 (1.57, 1.54) TeV. The theoretical cross-section times branching ratio values and the observed limits are reported in Table 3 for several left-handed and right-handed W’-boson hypotheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W’ mass [TeV]</th>
<th>W’ → tb</th>
<th>W’ → t̄b</th>
<th>W’/W → tb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 shows the W’-boson cross-section limits of Fig. 4 together with the limits obtained by a search for W’ → t̄b boson production in the fully hadronic channel [19] performed at \(\sqrt{s} = 8\) TeV with the ATLAS detector.

9. Summary

This Letter describes a search for W’ → t̄b → ℓνb̄b in 20.3 fb⁻¹ of proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of \(\sqrt{s} = 8\) TeV with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. Events with a lepton, missing transverse momentum and two b-tagged jets are selected. Multivariate discriminants are constructed using boosted decision trees. By fitting these discriminants in data to the expectation, the consistency with the Standard Model background hypothesis is tested. The data are consistent with the Standard Model expectation and no evidence of W’-boson signal events is observed. Exclusion limits at the 95% confidence level are set on the mass of the W’ boson and on its effective couplings. Masses below 1.92 (1.80, 1.70) TeV are excluded for right-handed (left-handed without and with interference) W’ bosons, while the expected limit is 1.75 (1.57, 1.54) TeV. The lowest observed (expected) limits on \(g'/g\), obtained for a W’-boson mass of 0.75 TeV, are 0.20 (0.28) and 0.16 (0.24) for left-handed and right-handed W’ bosons.
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Fig. 6. Observed and expected 95% CL limits on the $W^+$-boson cross-section times branching ratio, as a function of the $W^+$-boson mass, for (a) left-handed and (b) right-handed $W^+$ bosons. Results are shown for the present analysis (red lines) together with the limits obtained by a search for $W^+ \to t\bar{b}$ boson production in the fully hadronic channel [19] (blue lines). Theoretical predictions of the signal cross-sections [22] are represented by a solid grey line. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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